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Johnny Cash is one of those performers that even those people that say I like all kinds of 
music except for country seem to love and this DVD is a perfect look into his music and his life 
that explains why he attracted so many different people to his music. Whether Cash was playing 
a show for prisoners or Native Americans, it was his ability to adapt to any situation and become 
one with his audience that made him a legend. On the music side of this DVD you get rare live 
footage of Cash performing his classic songs like "Ring of Fire," "Folsom Prison Blues," and the 
wonderful duet of "Jackson" that features June Carter Cash singing with him. You also get some 
great performances that show cases the talents from the likes of Carl Perkins and Bob Dylan. Of 
course there is so much more to this collection then just the music, and it is the moments that 
show Cash sitting around with his family at their home that you get a look at the man Cash was 
when he was out of the limelight. You get to see Cash hunting, singing with June and her family 
in their living room, and shaking apples from a tree for his daughters and family. You also get to 
see Cash take a few opportunities after a performance in the backstage area to listen to average 
people who are looking for a break play their songs, and even managed to get one of them an 
audition with Columbia Records. The music he created and the image we have come to know is 
what makes Cash a legend, but it is the rare looks into his world that shows just what kind of 
human being Cash was. Great DVD and a must have for any Cash collection.   
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